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IhsanAli-Fauzi
On Being a Marxist Muslim:
Reading Hasan Raid's Autobiography
Abstraksi: Artikel ini berbicara mengenai kaitan antara Islam, Marx-
isme dan Komunisme di Indonesia. Kasus spesifik yang diangkatnya
adalah bagaimana hubungan itu tercermin dalam pikiran dan pen-
galaman Hasan Raid, seperti tertuang dalam otobiografi.nya, Pergula-
tan Muslim I(omunis: Otobiografi Hasan F.atd (2001). Hasan Raid
adalab bekas pemimpin Partai Komwnis Indonesia (PKI)yang cukup
berpengarub sejak akbir 1940-an, kelabiran Silungkang Swmatra Barat.
Pada tahwn 1947, ia terpilih sebagai anggota Komite Nasional Indone-
sia Pusat (KNIP) sebagai zaakil dari PKL Kemwdian, pada tabun 1957,
Raid menjadi anggota Dezaan Peruakilan Rakyat Daerab (DPRD)
lakarta Raya,yangsejak, tahun 1959 berubab namanya menjadi DPRD
Gotong Royong. Sehwbwngan dengan latar belakang Islamnya, Raid
dipercayai oleh para pemimpin teras PKI untwk membela posisi PKI
dalam isu-isu yang terkait dengan aganla, kbwsusnya pada masa kam-
pdnye Pemilu tabun 1955. Setelab peristizoa Gerakan 30 September
(Gutapw) 1965 meletws, Raid dipenjarakan oleb pemerintab Orde Baru
selama 13 tahun, dan baru dibebaskan pada tahun 1978.
Selain mendiskusikan sosok, Hasan Raid sebagaipemimpin PKIyang
penuh rasa percaya diri, artikel ini jwga mencoba mengemukakan
p andangan-p andangan R aid s eb wbungan dengan j ustifikasiny a untuk,
menjadi seord.ng Mwslim yang sekaligus Marxis dan Komunis. Selain
itu, penulis juga menggambarkan bagaimana reaksi masyarakat Mus-
lim Indonesia atas penerbitan otobiografi. Hasan Raid itu. Penilaian
menyeluruh terhadap otobiografi Raid ini 
-yang oleh penerbitnya juga
dimaksudkan untuk, mengazaali kngkah-langkab rekonsiliasi di Indo-
nesia- diberikan di bapian akhir tulisan.
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Dalam pembabasannya, penulis berpandangan babrua Raid adalah
seorang Komunis yang mencoba memanfaatkan ajaran-ajaran Islam
wntuk rnencapai tujuan-tujuan politiknya dan bersikap netral terbadap
masalab agaryLa, ataw sedikitnya Raid adalah seorang Komunis religius
ydng membaca ajaran-ajaran Islam menurut kecenderungan-
kecenderwngan Komunisnya. Inilah yang menjelaslean pandangan-
p andan gan n orm dtifny a babra a p enggdny angan terh adap k ap italisme
sejalan dengan ajaran-ajaran Islam, bahzua masyarakat tawhid adalab
masyarakat tanpa kelas, dan babzaa pembelaan terhadap kelompok
tertindas (mustad'afr,n) barus dilakwkan dengan perjuangan kelas.
Dijelaskan bahraa se:idp upaya mensintesiskan Islam dan Komunisme
selalw berhadapan dengan sikap PKI yang ambigu, jiha buk,an
oportunistik, terhadap d.gama: di satw sisi, para pemimpin PKI tetap
menegaskan bahzaa PKI ingin menjaga penampilan sebagai golongan
yang tidak memuswlti agama' sernentara di sisi lain, mereka seringkali
tidak dapat mengbindar dari kenyataan babwa agama. adalah a.naterna
dalam dogma Marxisme dan Komunisme. Dalam hal ini, posisi Raid
dalam tulisan ini diperbandingkan dengan posisi pemimpin PKI Mus-
lim di era pergerakan, yakni K. H. Mkbach dan Datuk. Batuah. Di era
kedua yang disebwt terakbir ini, ambiguitas PKI telah memperlemah
uparya keduanya, karena para pembesar PKI seperti Tan Malaka dan
Semaun menolak tegas keyakinan Sarekat Islam (SI)babrua klam dapat
menjadi basis pergerakan nasionalis. Di era Raid, ambigwitas ya.ng sarna
juga tampak misalnya ketika PKI merasa bahzaa menerima Pancasik
(yang sila pertarnanya adalah Ketubanan Yang Mabaesa) adalah seperti
meminum 'pil pabit." Yang menarik,, Raid sama sekali tidak membabas
butir ini dalam otobiografinya. Apa pun alasannya, sangat sulit
dimengerti babua hubwngan Islam dan Komunisme bisa berjalan
semwdab seperti yang dikemukakan dalam otobiografi.nya.
Dilihat dalam kerangka rekonsiliasi, kenyataan bahua Raid tidak
menyinggwng butir di atas arnat disa.yangkan. Yang jauh lebib penting
dari sekadar formwlasi abstrak mengenai ajaran-ajaran Islam dan
keyakinan Marxisme atau Komunisme adalab pengalaman hwbungan
wmat Islam dan PKI di panggung sejarah, yang ditandai oleh banyak
luka. Tanpa mengungkap bal ini, updrya untuk melwpakan masa lampau
dan saling memaafkan pibak latuant lang menjadi kunci kemwngkinan
rekonsiliasi, akan sulit dibayangkan terjadi. Malah, jangan-jangan luka
lama itu hanya tambah diperkuat.
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Introduction
1- n his recently published book, Clive Christre argues that Social-
I ism, Marxism and Communism played a crucial role as weapons
^ for Southeast Asian leaders in their fight against coionialism and
as frameworks for them to run the newly independent nations. He
also realizes that other ideologies such as those based on religion, which
were older in terms of their coming into the region than the above-
mentioned \fi/estern-originated ideologies, especially Islam in the Malay
wodd and Confucianism and Buddhism in the Indo-China and Burma,
also played a similarly important role. However, he provides only a
dim analysis of the extremely intricate relationship betvreen these types
of ideology, especially between Marxism and Islam in the thought of
leaders of movements such as the Islamic Union (Sarekat Islam or SI)
in the then Dutch East Indies. Most probably for reasons of space, I
believe, he makes only a slight, insignificant reference to SL1
This is unfortunate for at least two reasons. First of all, much
more importzntly than their mere appearance in the region, it was
precisely the intricacy and the complexity of the relationship between
those ideologies that really mattered and had z great impact in color-
ing the very nature of anti-colonial movements. In the thought of
leaders in SI, for example, those ideologies were mixed up and some-
times even blurred, and deliberate attempts were made to synthesize
them at their height. And to a significant degree, it was the unsuccess-
ful attempt to settle this issue of the relationship between the two
ideologies that split the movement into "\(/hite" SI (S1 "Putih') and
"Red" SI (S1 "Merah), and hence seriously weakened it.2
The second reason relates to the longer-term impact of this intri-
cate relationship in post-colonial Southeast Asian, about vzhich Chrisue
writes aimost nothing. The most significant ingredient here is this: in
countries such as Indonesia, while it was easier for the competing
political groupings to come to a sort of synthesis or to have a com-
mon platform in the colonial era, where Dutch and Japanese colonial
powers were perceived as common enemies, that same easy-going at-
titude among these groupings soon disappeared as the nation achieved
its independence. The issue became even more complicated when many
political groupings in Indonesia accused the Indonesian Communist
Party @artai I{omunis Indonesia or PI{) of betraying the newly estab-
lished republic by committing the so-called "Madiun Affair" (Peristizaa
Madiun) in 1948.3 The survival of the Pi{I after that affair, its rapid
growth in the 1950s, and its difficult relationship in particular rvith
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mainstream Islamic society, makes it even more important to under-
stand how the leaders in this party supported their existence ideologi-
cally. This difficult relationship finally ended in the bloody massacre
of PI{ merrbers and sympathizers following the so-called "30 Sep-
tember Movement" (Gerakan 30 September or G30S) PI{I, in which
Muslims were heavily implicated.a
Considering the importance of the above reasons, this paper will
attempt to begin to fill the g p that Christie leaves in his book. My
intention is to portray and analyze this complex relationship between
ideologies, this time between Marxism and Islam in Indonesia. Hovr-
ever, my case does not focus on the older generation of Marxist or
Muslim ieaders such as those involved in SI before Indonesian inde-
pendence, but the generation that grew up and played an active role
in the later, post-independent period, namely the leaders of PI(I. More
specifically, in order to gain as deep an understanding as possible, my
case study focuses on Hasan Raid's recently published autobiogra-
phy, Pergwlatan Muslim Komwnis: Otobiografi. Hasan Raid ("The
Struggle of a Communist Muslim: The Autobiography of Hasan
Raid").5
Raid vras among the influential PI{ leaders of the 1940s and the
1950s. In 1.947, he was a member of the Central National Committee
of Indonesia (I(omite Nasional Indonesia Pusat or KNIP) as a PI{I
representative. In 1.957, he became a member of the Regional People's
Representative Council (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah or DPRD)
of Jakarta Raya (Greater Jakarta), which in 1959 changed its name to
Mutual Cooperation DPRD (DPRD Gotong Royong).In relation to
his relatively strong Islamic background, the PI{I establishment en-
trusted him, with the role of defending PI{I's position on the issue of
religion, especially during the election period in 1955.
After the G30S affair, Raid was imprisoned by the Nevr Order
government for thirteen years and was released in 1,978. In the last
three years, he has been actively involved as a founding member of
an organtzation established to collect information on the mass mur-
ders of PI{I members and associates in 1.965-1.966.
I examine how Raid emerged confidently as a leader of PI(I, his
justification for being a Marxist and a Muslim at the same time, and
how Indonesian Muslims reacted to the publication of his book. Af-
ter this introduction, this paper will first of all detail Raid's biogra-
phy as a Marxist Muslim and his thoughts on Islam and Marxism.
Indonesian Muslims' response to his autobiography and my general
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assessment of it will be provided in the iast two parts of the paper.
Reading his autobiography thoroughly, I have a strong impres-
sion that Raid is a Communist who looked upon Islam as a means to
an end, and is neutral toward religion, or he is at least a reiigious
Communist who reads Islamic teachings according to his Commu-
nist inclination. Against the backdrop of a long hisrory of tension
between Muslim communities and PI(I, the publication of this book
in the new era of the country signified an effort to reduce the mutual
distrust between these two camps and an appeal to begin a new chap-
ter of friendly relations. However, reconciliation between them re-
quires much more than this sort of publication.
From Silungkang to Jakarta through Solo:
Becoming a Marxist Muslim
Hasan Raid was born on 1 March 1923 in Silungkang, an area in
West Sumatrc that became increasingly urbanized, especially after the
opening of the railway between Sawahlunto and Teluk Bayur in the
1890s. People from surrounding rural areas moved to this new urban
center, leaving almost no space for the peasantry. Mainly for this
reason, Silungkang women spent most of their time as cloth weavers,
whose end product was to be sold not only in local markets, but also
throughout the Archipelago.6
Raid described his society as a "dynamic society." Trading activi-
ties brought Silungkang people into constant coritact and communi-
cation with people of other cities and islands, which broadened their
perspectives on national and international politics. In 1915,7 the SI
chapter of Silungkang was established, which later developed into "Red
SI." In 1.924, this "Red SI" changed its name into Peoples Union
(Sarekat Rakyat or SR), an underbouu O organiz^tion of PI{. It was
most probabl)' v,'ith the support of this organization and others that
the PI{I raised up in rebellion against the Dutch around Silungkang
in January 1.927. However, tight colonial control was imposed after
this unsuccessful rebellion, which worsened societies' way of life.
As with most other families in Silungkang, Raid's was, as he says,
"a poor family."8 His father, Raid Gelar Bagtndo Marah, was a sailor
who sometimes spent his time as a small vendor. Like other
Minangkabau children, Raid spent most of his childhood in the surau
(prayer-house) and at the age of ten he finished his studies of Qur'an
recitation (ltelajaran mengaji) in Surau Tanjung Medan. After finish-
ing elementary school (1929-1.933), he furthered his education in
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Silungkang Diniyyah School lor a year (1933-1.934).It was at this school
that he met Ongku Pokian Yakub whose unusual style of teaching
deeply impressed him. At least two key lessons he took from this
teacher he kept for life: that to seek knowledge ts every Muslim's
obligation in life, and that it is unlawfui for any Muslim to consume
forbidden meals.e Raid had no formal education after that, but he
enthusiasticzlly read any material available rvhile he was v/orking to
support his family.
In mid 1936, in line with the Minangkabau tradition of rnerantAu,lo
Raid departed for Surabaya, East Java, and began his new career as -
somewhat like his father's part-time occupation in Silungkang 
- 
a
shopkeeper arid minor vendor. Prior to that, an agreement had been
made through correspondence between his mother and the family of
Tuk Utiah Saleh and Ongku Mudo Lilah for Raid to stay at this
family's home and to work at their shop.11 People's conversation at
home and shop kept his enthusiasm for politics and other issues alive.
Raid was given a daily salary of 10 cents of which he spent around
2 cents for his personal requirements. He managed his salary care-
fully, and from his savings he sent his mother about f 1.50 each month.
In addition, he used the money to take a long-distance English course
from a learning institution in Bandung, West Java, and to purchase
publications such as the periodical Mataharl ("Sun") of Semarang.
Reading this publication's editorial on the Japanese attack on China
convinced Raid that the Chinese nationalists would finally defeat the
intruders.
At about the same time, Raid met Hakam Syarif, and extended
his readings to include daily newspapers such as Soeloeh Indonesia
Moeda ("Torch of Young Indonesians"), Fikiran Rakjat ("People's
Thought"), Daulat Rakyat ("People's Sovereignty"), and Menara Merah
("Red Minaret"). It was mainly in these publications that he began to
read Sukarno's ideas on nationalism, Islam and Marxism, Hatta's ideas
on the relationship between the Socialist International and Indone-
sian independence, as well as the debate between these two leading
Indonesian nationalists regarding the strategies of cooperation and
non-cooperation in the Indonesian nationalist movement. His fre-
quent conversations with Hakam were also instructive: aithough an
important official of the New Indonesian Nationalist Party (Partat
Nasionalis Indonesia Baru or PNI-Baru) in Surabaya, his new friend
was kind enough to let him read his books and magazines without
insisting that he be a member of the New-PNI. Hakam also lent him
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books such as Hatta's Ke Arah Indonesia Merdek'a ("Toward a Free
Indonesia"), where Rard found a convincing argument on the neces-
sary use of violence in the nationalist movement.12
In December 1,940 Raid received a telegram from his mother ask-
ing him to return home, as she was not well. On the ship from Batavia
to Teluk Bayur, Raid was interrogated because he carried with htm a
novel entitle d Rol Patjar Merab Indonesia ("The Role of Indonesian
Red Lover").13 This direct encounter with the colonial security sys-
tem multiplied his anger about colonialism.
N7hen he arrived in Silungkang, it became clear for him that his
mother's telegram was inspired more by her longing for her son and
her desire for him to get marriage soon, rather than by her physical
condition. After marrying Samsinar, a sister of his old friend Saman,
Raid helped his father to trade "barang muda" ("young stuff'),14 fish
and vegetables in Lubuk Landai, Jambi.
N7hen the Japanese arrived in Silungkang, people's living standards
deteriorated further. To help his father, Raid had to travel as far as
Singapore and Surabaya to find woveri goods. The lack of capital,
however, made him virtually iobless. When, on 19 August 1945, news
regarding Indonesian independence reached Silungkang, and Youth
of the Republic of Indonesia (Pemuda Republik Indonesia) was estab-
lished in this city, Raid foined this organization.
Although he participated in many activities of the local PRI, Raid's
strong sense of activism was not fully fulfilled by this otganiz.ztion
and he wanted to be in a bigger city' Hence he again went to Java,
Ieaving hrs wife and newborn daughter at home. At first he stayed in
Bandung where he ioined the Hizbullah ("Party of Allah") militia'
He was involved in several attacks against Japanese troops organized
by this militia, but then decided to withdraw his membership. His
reason deserves mention here: he thought the Hizbullah tradition of
shouting "Allab'u Akbar" (Allah the Almighty) when they started
theit attack was not realistic and only made their enemy aware of
their presence and impending attack.
Two days after his resignation from Hizbullah, he arrived in Solo'
He stayed in and worked for the "silungkang Shop" owned by Saman,
his brother-in-1avr. Here he saw militias being sent to Semarang and
read how arek'arek. Swroboyo (Surabaya folks) in the neighboring city
fought against the Allied Force under the banner of "merdeka atau
*oti" ("independence or death"). He then questioned himself: "Why
haven't you been involved in the battle-field? \)rhen you were about
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to leave Silungkang, was not it your intention to be part of the [Indo-
nesianl struggle for independence?"r5
Meanwhile, many political parties were established, especially af-
ter the release of Mohammad Hatta's Maklumat ("Announcement")
in November 1.945. As for the PI{I, this party was established before
this, on October 21,, 1,945, and headed by Mr. Mohd. Yusuf. He
knew this from the first edition of Bintang Merah ("Red Star"), PI(I's
official publication, which he purchased in Purwosari Street, Solo,
where he also "found PI(I's program that wanted to erase the exploi-
tation of man by other man, that wanted to bring justice to every
walk of human life." Reading this publication, and reflecting upon
other materials that he had read in Surabaya in around 1936-1940,
said Raid, "I remembered the heroism of the old people of Silungkang,
when they launched the rebellion against the Dutch colonialism in
early 1.927."16
Hence Raid was interested in the PI(I, and in December 1.945 he
officially became a member of this party in Solo. On why he had not
chosen an Islamic party, he said:
I decided not to subscribe to Islamic parties, such as Masyr:mi, because thatparq
as an institution was established in the Japanese petiod and only became a political
party aFtet the release of Vice President Mohammad Hatta's Announcement rn
November 1945. flhis historical timing meant that] the party had a certain degree
of telationship with the Japanese.lT
After being a member of PI(I, Raid enthusiastically took courses
on various issues in politics and philosophy that were given by PIfl
officials, including the philosophy of historical and dialectical materi-
alism and constitutional law. As he said, he by then could better un-
derstand Sukarno's Nasionalisme, Islamisme, dan Marxisme ("Nation-
alism, Islamism, and Marxism") and other materials.
Raid then became actively involved in PI{ activities. He was asked
by Suprapto and Moch. Bachry, senior PI(I officials in Solo, to be on
the staff of the PI(I Secretariat in this city. As a representarive of this
office, he was sent to the party conference in Cirebon, $7est Java, in
February 1.946, wherc others delegates of Red Militia (Lasykar Merab)
were assembled from all parts of Java. L^ter on, when he returned to
Solo, he heard about a clash involving Red Militia and the Indonesian
military in Cirebon. The reason for the clash was that the Indonesian
military prohibited the Red Militia from searching for and collecting
Japanese arms that were left in Cirebon. The military finally man-
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aged to crack down on their rival, and many of the Red Miiitia (also
PI{) Ieaders, including Moh. Yusuf and Suprapto, the Chairman and
the Vice Chairman respectively, were arrested.
Regardless of the seriousness of the clash, PI{I as an organization
was able to survive. The arrest of the leaders instigated PI{I members
of Tan Mal.aka inclination, who perceived the PI(I of Musso to be
iliegal, to form what they called the "PI{I Rearrangement Commit-
tee" (I{omite Pemberesan PI{). Despite their loyal following, Yusufs
and Suprapto's attempts were hampered by the return of former PI{I
leaders from their exile in Australia, including Sarjono, Winanta,
Jaetun, Sulaiman Sm., Ngadiman Hardio Subroto, Ruskak, and H.
Datuk Batuah. This internal struggle finally ended in April 1946.
Through its national conference in Solo, PI(I members chose Sarjono
as Chairman, with Sulaiman Sm. and H. Datuk Batuah as the Secre-
tary and Head of Information Department (respectively).
For newcomer Raid of Silungkang, these internal developments
within PI{I were good news. He gains inspiration from such events as
the visit of Aidit, an important national PI(I leader and later its Chair-
man, who had just been released by the Dutch government from his
exile in Onrust Island; and the visit of Peris Pardede, an editor of
Bintang Merab. More importantly, Raid and Pardede were later asked
by the nerv PI(I leadership to assist Aidit in editing Bintang Merah. It
was with Aidit's assistance that he wrote and published his first article
in Bintang Merab.l8
Raid's political career soon skyrocketed. In 1.947, he became a
member of the Secretariat of the Left Wing (Sekretariat Sayap I(ri),
which comprised of PI(I, the Socialist Party (Panai Sosialis) and the
Labor Party Qartai Buruh), and was based in Yogyakata. Soon after
that he was asked to be a member of the Central National Commit-
tee of Indonesia (I{omite Nasional Indonesia Pusat or KNIP) as a PI(I
representative, to replace Irinata who had iust passed away. Thus,
representing PI{I, he was among KNIP members who supported the
Linggarl ati Agreement (P er s e tu j uan Linggar j ati) .
Late in 1947 Raid was sent to Sumatra to strengthen PI{I's pov/er
base. This trip was the first time he had flov,'n in a plane: "It was my
involvement with the revolution that made it possible," said Raid.le
He was now an important PI(I cadre. This was also the first time he
had meet his family after a long separation.
Back in Solo around August 1948, Raid was asked to spread the
PI(I resolution entitled "The New \Vay for the Republic of Indone-
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sia" (ahn Baru untuk, Republik Indonesia). Based mainly on Musso's
criticism of current PI(I performances, this resolution appealed for
the PI{I to be more assertive in its political strategies and decisions, to
be more decisive in leading left-wing parties, and to be more inte-
grated into the international socialist revolution.
Raid's activism, however, was interrupted by the kidnapping of a
PI{I member in Solo, which was followed by the disappearance of
Lieutenant Colonel Saherman of the Panembahan Senopati Mrlitary
Unit. This incident ended in the well-known "Madiun Affair." Ac-
cording to Raid, the incident was a mere provocation to realize the
Indonesian military's desire to crackdown on the PI{. The fact that
the PI{I took the provocation seriously justified the Indonesian
military's action in the first place. Sukarno appealed to Indonesian
citizens to choose between himself and Hatta (representing the Re-
public of Indonesia) and Musso (representing the Soviet government)
as their leader, which increased the tension. Regarding Musso's re-
sponse, Raid said:
Musso's answer reflected that he was temperamental and did not think cate-
fully about the implication of his answer.... Had he discussed pis answet] with his
friends he would first of all have stated that thete was no coup in Madiun, there was
no Soviet government in Madiun. What happened in Madiun was an attempt to
teduce colonial and feudal elements. And it was unfair to ask people to choose
either Sukarno-Hatta or PI(I-Musso, as it meant to destroy the unity of nation....'0
In the aftermath of the Madiun Affair, Raid remained a fugitive
for about 
^ 
ye^r. In December 1.949, Aidit again asked him to
strengthen the PIfl in Sumatra. Hence, from March 1950 to July
1951, he was the High Commissioner of Sarbupri (Indonesian Planta-
tion Labor Union or Serikat Buruh Perkebunan RI) of North Sumatra.
In August 1.952, he began editing Warta Sarbupri ("sarbupri News")
in Jakarta, and in 1.954 he became a member of the Sumatra Cities
Representative Council (Dewan Perwakilan I{ota Sumater^ or DPKS).
In1957, as a result of the 1955 General Election, Raid became a mem-
ber of the Regional People's Representative Council of Jakarta Rzya.
At the same time, from 1958, he edited Swara lbukota ("Yoice of the
Capital City"), the official publication of PI{I of Jakarta Raya.
In July 1962, Ratd was sent for seven months to Moscow to fur-
ther his studies at the Moscow Institute for Social Studies. When he
returned, he began his teaching careet at Aliarcham Academy for Social
Sciences (Akademi Ilmu Sosial Aliarcham or AISA), in particular on
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the topic of "Principal Issues in Indonesian Revolution." At around
the same time, Raid also taught courses on politics at Buchtarudin
Political Academy (Akademi Politik Buchtarudin), People's Univer-
sity (Universitas Rakyat or Unra), and the University of Respublika
(Respublika University). As he was more interested in education than
practical politics, Raid resigned from his membership of DPRD-GR
of Jakarta Raya in January L964.
On March 1965, Raid was assigned to go to the People's Republic
of China to study the peasant movement. He, like many others, was
stunned by the success story of the land reform Program in China, in
comparison with the one he saw in Indonesia. On his return he con-
tinued at AISA. Beginning in 29 September 1965, he rvas assigned by
AISA to be a member of the Evaluation Team of l(ontrar's Political
Education.2l
It was during his busy days at AISA that the G30S broke out. He
was frequently interrogated by the military after the alleged Com-
munist coup, about which he says he knew virtually nothing. He
finally was imprisoned in the Special Detainee Camp (Rumah Tahanan
I(husus) of Salemba on 9 October 1.965. N7ithout any due process of
law, he was exiled to Nusakambangan. His wife and daughter were
also interrogated and imprisoned, although they were not involved
in PI{i activities.
In retrospect, Raid believed that nther than a G30S PI{I, what
happened that day was the G30S Suharto. He based this belief on the
fact that Suharto was not on the list of army Generals to be killed and
that he actually knevr of Untung's plan from Lattef but did not take
any action to prevent it. Raid also believed that the 11 March Letter
of Order (Surat Perintah 11 Maret or Supersemar) was orchestrated
by Suharto to iustify the banning of the PI{.
Raid was freed on 27 JuIy 1978. However, like other Pl(I-related
political prisoners, he could not yet enioy full citizen's rights. To
attend his family's wedding in Padang, for example, he had to apply
for a special permit from the office of Military Regional Command
(I{omando Daerah Militer). His status as a former political prisoner
prohibited him from applying for his pension as other former mem-
bers of parliament could. And as he was akeady 55 years old when he
returned to his family, he helped his wife cook meals for ttade for a
living. He also wrote articles using a pen name, and sometimes was
asked to write books.
In the last three years, Raid has been actively involved as a found-
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ing member of Foundation for the Research of 1965/1966 Massacre
(Yayasan Penelitian I(orban Pembunuhan 1965/1966 or YPI(P). This
foundation was established on 7 April 1999 to collect information on
the mass murders of PI{ members and associates in 1965-i966. Ny.
Sulami, the former Second Secretary of Indonesian \(/omen's Move-
merit (Gerakan $Tanita Indonesia or Gerwani), headed this founda-
tion. In addition to Raid, prominent figures of the former left-wing
movement such as Pramoedya Ananta Toer, Sumini Martono, and
Suharno, ate among its founder members.22
Tau:hid Society as Classless Society:
Raid's Islamic Justifications
In 1.946, Hasan Raid was invited by H. Datuk Batuah to come to
his office. Batuah asked for his opinion on the relationship berween
PI{ and Islam. Raid began the conversation by saying that Muslims
all over the world had been oppressed for over fourteen centuries.
He also said that Muslims were yet to leads themselves (as they were
promised in the Qur'An [al-QasAs 5-6]),t'because they had ignored
the dictates of the Almighty Allah. Hence Raid blamed traditional
Muslim leaders:
"I almost never heatd of ulema (religious leaders) or those rvho claimed to be
Muslim intellectuals that took delibetate action to teach the musta<'afrn (the
oppressed) to organize themselves to get rid of the chains of oppression and exploi-
tation that were forced upon them by the mustakbarin (oppressors)," said Raid.
"Yes, and now here we are," said H. Datuk Batuah, "as MOslims in PI{I, taking
serious actions to liberate the oppressed from the Islam that has been leftlry ulema
and Muslim intellectuals. Vith PKI, we ptactice Islamic teachings about the libera-
tion of the umat (the Muslim community)."24
Nfhen he was convinced that Raid v/as the right man for the job,
Batuah asked him to give a speech on the subiect on Indonesian Re-
public Radio (Radio Republik Indonesia or RRI), Surakarta. Raid
accomplished the task well.
Some ten years later, in 1955, Raid remained deeply involved in
the job of "defending the PI(I". This was so especially before the Gen-
eral Election, (i.e. in the campaign period), when many Muslim groups
accused the PI{I of being anti-religion and atheistic, and its members
of being unbelievers (kafi.r) On that accusation, which he perceived
to be based on I(arl Marx's statement that "religion is the opium of
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the oppressed," Raid stated that this statement should be put in its
proper context. What Marx criticized was not the religion per se bvt
its misuse by corrupt religious institutions in Europe. Raid again said,
"religion is not the issue for PI(I."25
His role of "defending the PI{I" brought him to be involved in
"the battle of verses" ("perang ajat'), especially against Masyrmi poli-
ticians. As Masyumi leaders were in pou/er at th^t time and were
supposed to be responsible for policies such as the removal of certain
residences in Jakarta, in his campaign, Raid mentioned this verse to
discredit Masyrmi: "Do you know who are among you that lie about
religion? Those are people that drive out the orphans and do not
encourage people to feed the poor" (al-Mi'fin 1-4).
As a Muslim, Raid was of the opinion that politics was a matter of
worldly affairs and that Islam gives no detailed teachings on how to
deal with these matters specifically. As a universal religion whose teach-
ings should be eternal, what Islam provides for Muslims are general
principles for social justice and equality among people. He believed
that this is also the bottom line of the saying of the Prophet Mohamadr
"If I give you an order on religion, follow it; and if I order you on
something that came from my personal point of view, please remem-
ber that I am none but an ordinary person." Raid's journey along the
road of the PI{I was based among other thing on this prophetic say-
ing, which he interpreted as encouraging Muslims to use independent
reasoning and consciousness in matters related to worldly affairs:
I traveled along the toad of PI{I because PI{I openly stated that what they
questioned is the relation between men and othet men.... Accotding to PKI, after
the disintegration of men into classes, into groups, there have been abnormal
relations betrveen human groupings. [In this relationshipl, one group exploited
another group and dtank the blood pouted in theit bodies. It is this abnotmal
telationship that PI{I wants to diminish. In other words, what PKI has been
questioning was mere wotldly affaits.26
However, Raid believed that there were similarities between Is-
lamic teachings and PI{I goals and programs. Islam's condemnation
of those who collect wealth and do not take carc of the poor was in
line with the PI{I program to destroy the capitalists. The fzct that
Islam prohibits Musiims from eating or drinking the blood poured
in another's body suggested, in Raid's view, its support for PI(I con-
demnation of capitalist's exploitation of labors. And finally, Islam's
promise that the mustad'afin (the oppressed and the poor) will be
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chosen as leaders
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The Remaining Stigma:
Muslims' Reactions
Given the historically difficult relationship between the PI(I and
the Muslim community in Indonesia, it is naturai to expect that the
publication of Raid's book would prompt srrong reactions. How-
ever, surprisingly enough, there have been only a few reviews of this
book in the Indonesian media since its publication in February 2001,
and these reviews have been generally welcoming. To the best of my
knowledge, there is no review of this book in the so-called "hardliner"
Islamic publications in Indonesia such as Sabili ("My rWuy") and Suara
Hidayatullah l"Votce of Hidayatullah"), which have been well-known
for their harsh treatment of ideas and actions they perceive as threat-
ening Indonesian Muslims' interests and survival, especially those of
leftist inclination.
There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. The
first one is that the issue is no longer a sensitive and controversial one
among Muslims in Indonesia, and an appeal should be made for na-
tional reconciliation. Considering the facts that I will describe and
discuss below, this is extremely unlikely: the majority of Indonesian
Muslims still view the PI{I as a dangerous enemy and they still watch
with extra cautions any thought and action by former PI{I members
or their associates with leftist inclination. Hence the second explana-
tion seems to me more realistic: this relates to the timing of this book's
publication, i.e. in the middle of the re-emerging high tensions be-
tqieen militant Muslim groups in Indonesia and their old leftist activ-
ist rivals. This last phenomenon is reflected in the open intention of
many militant groups to burn leftist books, of which Raid's autobi-
ography is perceived as only one among many.
Let me first elaborate the first reason. It is important to consider
here that the Institute for Human Resources Research and Develop-
ment (Lembaga l{a1tan dan Pengembangan Sumberdaya Manusia or
LKPSM), an autonomous body within Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) of
Yogyakarta, and the Santri Society for People's Advocacy (Masyarakat
Santri untuk Advokasi Rakyat or Syarikat) jointly published Raid's
book.2e According to Iip DzulkifliYahya, a staff member of the pub-
lishing house, the publication was made under a program that aims
to "strengthen Indonesian democracy and peace through reconcilia-
tion and rehabilitation of civil and political rights."30
For the publisher, Raid's autobiography deserves publication for
at least two reasons: (1) it is a depiction of a unique revolutionary
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spirit of the course of religion and politics in Indonesia; and (2) it is a
reflection of the ups and downs of the political struggle and its impli-
cation that reached its peak in the tragedy of 1.965-1966. Considering
that "the human tragedy of 1,965-1,966 has been a dark side of Indone-
sian past," notes the publisher,
This publication is not intended to be a mere pleidoi [for Raid]. Rather, and
mote impottandy, this [is to mean] that Raid and his colleagues have the same
rights fas othet Indonesians] to think and to express theit thoughts and feelings
free\'. If this [pubhcauonl could become the basis of the ptocess of reconciliation,
ir is actually what is expected.rl
Given this fact, we can safely conclude that this publication is a
part of the larger initiative by young NU activists for reconciliation
with the PI(I, a phenomenon that was recently recorded in a book by
the American anthropologist Robert N7. Hefner.32 In addition to dis-
cussions on this issue of reconciliation as Hefner recorded, with top-
ics as controversial as "The Role of Muslims in the Mass ICllings of
Communists during 1965-1.966," larger tnitiatives include for example
to bring All Useful Ranks (Barisan Serba Guna or Banser)33 into ac-
tive participation in digging up the mass graves of PI{I members who
were killed rn 1965-1966. Young NU activists such as Ulil Abshar
Abdalla view this participation as a good start for national reconcilia-
tion.3a It is important to note here that this activity was undertaken
in cooperation with YPKP, a cIeaily leftist organization of which
Raid is a founding member.3s
It is basically this message of reconciliation that is put forward by
Miftahuddin, a graduate student at the University of Indonesia, Jakarta,
in his review of Raid's book in Kompas. He begins his review with
this strong statement:
G30S affait is more than 35 yeats old norv. There have been many witness
statements vrritten and published. Some of these witnesses ptoudly telate that they
were involved in the hetoic act of re-sttengthening the Pancasila by "sweeping"
olrt members of PKI. The more the membets of PKI they killed, the mote heroic
they wete.
Now in society thete is a well-established perception that the people of PKI ate
necessarily bad, uncivilized, and cold-blooded mutdeters. Put shottly, people of
PKI "ate people that desetve no right to life in Indonesia."
The implication is that any idea contradictoty the above-mentioned petcep-
tion, ot that simply questions its legitimacy, is soon to be judged as defending the
"etheists," or to be put in the camp of those suspected as being "communist agents'"
It is about trme to think mote cleatly, in a mote mature and responsible way. It
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is about time to question many things related to that datk history of the past: is it
true to say that all people of PKI ate atheist and bad? Is it true to say that all pKI
members was tesponsible and was involved in the G30S aflair?36
He then goes on to say that Raid's autobiography is an important
historical account that proves otherwise and provides other picture
of PKI members and leaders.3T
But this appeal for reconciliation has been challenged by other
appeals for Indonesian Muslims to be on guard against the return of
PI{i. Abdul Qadir Djaelani, former chairman of the Muslim Youth
Movement (Gerakan Pemuda Islam or GPI) and the author of Komu-
nisme: Musub Islam Sepanjang Sejarab ("Communism: Islam's Eter-
nal Enemy"), for example, has this to say:
In our history, the so-called Marxists, Leninists, or Communists have rebelled
twice and have destroyed (menghancurkan) Indonesian Muslims. So it is only
natural that Muslim people tteat this group in a hatsh way. If latet on thrs tteat-
ment is petceived as something that abuses human rights, [it can be said] that
Indonesian Muslims also have a tight to defend their dignity and [guarantee] their
survival.3s
Djaelani was interviewed on the occasion of the high tension in
Jakarta and other cities in Indonesia following threats by militant
Muslim groups to sweep and to burn books they perceived as being
of leftist inclination.3e Organized by the Anti-Communist Alliance
(Aliansi Anti-I{omunis or AAI{), this threat forced bookstores to take
books such as those written by Pramoedya Ananta Toer and Franz
Magnis-Suseno off their shelves. At about the same time, other anti-
Communist activities also emerged. Using the area around the Na-
tional Monument (Monumen Nasional or Monas) as center stage for
demonstrations and canying huge posters that read, fot example,
"Total Jihad: Fighting Against the Permanent Eriemy of Muslims"(ihad Semesta: Melazaan Musuh Abadi (Jmat Islam), these activities
were organized by the National Anti-Communist Committee (l(omite
Nasional Anti-I(omunis or KNAK).40
All these activities signify the remaining stigma among Indonesian
Muslims concerning the troubled history of their relations with Com-
munists or leftists. This stigma was besr exemplified in the "special
Edition" of Suara Hidayatullah about Communism and its possible
return to Indonesian politics. Its editorial section said,
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Anybody can sry that Communism and PKI ate old and fading issues il the eta
of democtacy. On the othet hand, if thete ate other people that are wotried about
the activities of former ?KI members recently, it is also undetstandable. The ttuth
is, the era of Reformation has ptovided the freedom to any individual or group of
people to act, to express their opinion, and to defend their human rights, including
PI{I people.
Now mote people of this old banned p^rty Me "singing," sttaightening the
history according to their own version. They conduct press conFerences, ioin
political parties, form foundations to investigate the victims of the G30S / PKI
Affair, and publish books. Tens of books are appeating: some are on the Commu-
nist teachings and movement; while others are biographies of PKI leaders. Non-
fiction works by Lekra (Lembaga Kebudayaan Rahyat or Institute fot People's
Cultute), 
^n 
underbou@ organization of PKI, are flooding and exttemely market-
able.o'
One of the press conferences that Suara HidayatwllaD mentions
took place on 17 April 1999, in the office of the Indonesian Legal Aid
Foundation (Yayasan Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Indonesta or
YLBHI), where the YI{PK rvas officially announced and was saluted
by noisy young people shouting "Long life, PI(II" Among the results
of this foundation was Perempuan-Keberia:u,n d^n Penjara ("V/omen-
Truth and Prison"), a book written by YI(PK Chairwoman Sulami
who, writes Suara Hidayatullah cynically, "used no clear methodol-
ogy, with no references, and is extremely subjective."
The concluding part of the article accuses those old PI{ members
of using the strategy of the "guerilla" to "wash their bloody, dirty
hand" in order to gain 
^ 
clean reputation and a good image in the eyes
of Indonesian public. "Unfortunately," writes Suara Hidayatwllab,
"there are yet very few people that take this guerilla action seriously.
More people are of the opinion that it is a part of the discourse of
democratization and of human rights. What is worse, anyone who
cautions against of the reemergence and the return of PKI is quickly
judged as fhaving] a New Order style of thinking."
To make a long story short, it is safe to say that Muslim-Commu-
nist tension and distrust is still very much alive in contemporary
Indonesia and reconciliation between them is unlikely to happen soon.
Reading militant Muslims' publications on Communism and PKI
such as the one published in Suara Hidayatwllah, I have the strong
impression that some Muslim groups feel threatened by the political
opportunity that the new era in Indonesian history provides for any-
body to express his or her ideas. N7ith the outburst of leftist publica-
tions in the last four years, of which Raid's autobiography is only
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one, they feel that they are no$/ being encircled, even besieged, by
their old and permarient enemy.
Some Remarks on Raid's Autobiography
Let me begin by discussing Raid's type of Islam-cum-Marxism. In
his study on Marxism and early Indonesian Islamic nationalism, Fred
R. von der Mehden once suggested four types of Muslim leaders that
were attracted to Marxism and Socialism: (1) bajis and merchants who
supported a type of national-socialism as a weapon against capitalism;
(2) religious Communists who used the Qur'An to support radical
Marxist dogma; (3) Communists who looked upon Islam as a means
to an end and were either neutral or antagonistic toward religion; and
(4) the leadership of SI which accepted many of the tenets of Marxism
but at the same time reshaped socialism to the local scene.a2
Using this categorization, I would suggest that Raid mostly fits
the second or third category: he is a religious Communist who reads
Islamic teachings according to his Communist inciination or he is a
Communist who looked upon Islam as a means to an end and is
neutral toward religion. Since his autobiography does not provide us
with further information about his religiosity, or his "Islam-ness",
we are unable to be more specific than that in describing Raid's type
of IsIam-cuiryt-Marxism. However, one thing is clear: Islam played a
crucial role in his being a Communist. It is so either because of his
background as a Muslim coming from a strong Islamic community
in N7est Sumatra or because of his use of Islam rn his being a Commu-
nist leader.
In either case, his being a Communist Muslim was smoothed by
the fact that in Silungkang, where he was born and grew up, PI{ had
a strong tradition of membership and activism. Thus, in the begin-
ning, religion v/as not the main issue for Raid. The PI{I revolution-
ary zeal and rvell-stated intention of liberating the oppressed convinced
him to be in this party r^ther than subscribing to Islamic parties such
as Masyumi. It was later on, especially when he was asked to defend
the PI{I position with regards to the issue of religion, that he devel-
oped Islamic iustifications for the PI(I ideology. Here, Raid's case is
different from the cases of PI{I leaders such as Tan Malaka, Darsono
and Semaun in the 1920s who, as I will discuss soon, not only did not
base their being Communists on Islam, but also find in Islam, as well
as in any other religion, elements that hampered their Communist
goals.
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In this case, Raid has predecessors in Communists leaders such as
I(.H. Misbach and Datuk Batuah 
- 
interestingly enough, in cities where
he spent most of his formative periods: Padang and Solo. Using these
old PI{ leaders' experiences to evaluate Raid's experience compara-
tively would be instructive. Misbach v/as at the center stage of the
heated debate between "Red SI" and "\fhite SI" in the 1910s and 1920s.
Meanwhile, among others Natar Zainoeddin, Datuk Batuah were ac-
tively involved with Misbach in an attempt to synthesize modernist
Isiam demands with Marxist dogma, which brought him into the
"battle of the verses" against the adat leaders in \West Sumatera in the
1920s. In this case, nothing is really new in Raid's experience as a
Marxist Muslim.
The more interesting point of comparison between the three cases
is the point of PI(I's position on religion generally and Islam espe-
cially, and the implication it brought to these individual attempts at
synthesizing Islam and Communism. On this point, the PI{I posi-
tion had been at least ambiguous, if not opportunistic: although they
often asserted that it rvas necessary to maintain an outward 
^Ppe^r-
ance of religious conviction, they also believed that religion was, and
will always be, incompatible with Marxist dogma. In the era of Misbach
and Batuah, this ambiguity had weakened their attempts since the
inner elite of the PI(I such as Tan Malaka and Semaun did not accePt
SI's belief in Islam as the basis for the nationalist movement. In addi-
tion, they aiso did not see in Islam a means to achieve their goals: the
idea of the unity of ummalt as forwarded by "White SI" leaders such
as Tjokroaminoto destroyed a fundamental Marxist principle, r.e.
class struggle.a3
For the same reason, the PI{I elite also took uP the same ambigu-
ous policy in Raid's era. In 1945, and again in 1957, it was only in an
attempt to contain an appeal by Islamic parties to the establishment
of an Islamic state that PI{I accepted "Belief in God" as one of politi-
cal basis of the Republic. But this acceptance, also weli-known as the
"bitter plII" (pil pabit\ that PI{ Ieaders had to swallow, was never
enough for Islamic party leaders to manipulate this issue of religion
to discredit PI{I. This was so difficult for PI(I elite to handle that
Aidit, in a speech in November 1.962, and in avery strange manner,
had to use the philosophy of materialism to defend PI{I's acceptance
of Pancasila:
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Matetialism is the rvorld outlook that starts ftom objective facts. . .. It is undeni-
able that if vierved from the situation in Indonesia and the ptocess of development
of Indonesian history, the influence of religion is gteat in Indonesia, and .it is an
objective fact that, viewed from the angle of religion, the majotity of those profess-
ing a rehgion in Indonesia adhere to the belief of there being One Divine Omnipo-
tence or monotheism (believing in one God) and not poiytheism (believing in
more than one God).oo
In his autobiography, surprisingly enough, Raid does not men-
tion this part of the PI(I view of religion in his era and the implica-
tion it had for his attempt at synthesizing Islam and Communism. It
might be that he did not experience any implication of it personally;
or that he did experience it but then decided not to share it with his
readers. N(hatever the case, it is unlikely that he did not realize this
complexity in the relationship and that this mixing up of Islam and
Marxism took place as smoothly as his book wants us to believe. The
above-mentioned statement by Aidit, his close associate, indicates that
the heart of the problem of Islam-Communist relations was no less
than each other's incompatibility, if not mutual satanization a5 Po-
litical expediency might ease this incompatibility, but not their basic
doctrines. This was so in the time of Misbach and Batuah, as it was in
Raid's era.
My suspicion is that Raid did not want to share his personal expe-
rience of this specific issue of PI{I-Islam relations with his readers.
This is because it is a dark side of his personal history, a story of a
failed attempt to synthesize Islam and Communism, the very part
that destroyed his conviction of being a Marxist and a Muslim at the
same time. When he was asked to provide an insider's point of view
on some concrete implications of the PI{ policy of uniiateral action
(aksi sepihak) in the early 1960s,a6 for example, we see the same mute
reaction. Instead of looking at this historical exPerience critically and
askrng whether there was some thing wrong vrithin the PI{ actions
andf or strategies in the past, he strongly defended his old Party's
position by quoting his self-imposed Islamic justification on it. He
accused the Muslim bajis who ovzned land of indirectly plundering
poor people's property and not the PI(La7
Another possibility would be that Raid is not much of an intellec-
tual and does not have the required understanding of Communism
and Islam. His defense of Marx's atheism is at least debatable. As
Turner suggested, in his confrontation with Hegel and Feuerbach,
Marx came to formulate a general theory of religion that went be-
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yond a limited criticism of institutional Christianity. Religiori as such
'was seen as a reflection of 
^ 
corrupt wodd in which men are alienated
from each other. In a condition of alienation, religion became "^ re-
versed world-consciousness, because they are a reversed world. Reli-
gion is the general theory of that vzorld. ... The struggie against reli-
gion is therefore immediately the fight against the other world, of
which religion is the spiritu^l 
^rom^." 
Here it functions as an ideo-
logical expression of the contradiction in human relations and there-
fore the criticism of religion unmasks the problem at the root of
social relations. But religion also provides consolation in such a world,
as Marx said: "Religion is a sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart
of a heartless 'il/odd, just as it is the spirit of a spiritless situation. It is
the opium of the people."as
Besides, it is important to note that the verses of the Holy Qur'an
that Raid mentioned are verses that have no direct justification for
his Communist standpoint, such as al-MA'rln 1.-4 or al-HujurAt 1, or
they are at least verses that are used selectively or subjectively. On the
last point, his interpretation of "qa'Lurn" in al-Ra'd 51 as "class" is ques-
tionable. This term was used to refer to any group of people with a
variety of criteria in mind. As Abu I{halil suggested, there is no verse
in the Qur'an that refers to a special income group. The closest term
to it is daraja or tabaqa, which refer to social work, as in al-An'Am
165: "And we have created you into several ranks over other ranks."
The Qur'an accepts the multiplicity of social groups in society, and
zakat (charity or almsgiving) constitutes one of the five pillars of
Islam. Islam rejects neglect of the poor and the orphans, and the u?n?na
(Islamic community) as a whole is considered responsible for the im-
provement of their lives. Islam did not impede the evolution of classes,
because it did not reject on principle the institution of private prop-
erty. Class conflict is to be avoided, and the riotion of wmma implies
the unity of all Muslims-regardless of class and ethnic background-
under the banner of Islamic solidarity.ae
Finally, yer another possibility would be that Raid's venture is a
venture of a politician who will use any means to justify his dogmatic
acceptance of Communist ideology. If this is the case, then Raid per-
fectly fits the third category of Mehden: he is a Communist who
looked upon Islam as a means to an end. As with his reaction to rssues
such as aksi sepibak, I believe this is also the case in his use of Mas'udi's
transformative ideas about Islam. To the best of my knowledge, al-
though ndical in his interpretation of Islam, Mas'udi did not go as
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far as to suggest that revolution or the use of violence is a necessary
means to achieve Islamic ideals, let alone to imply that taubid society
is classless society that should be achieved through a class struggle.so
\Thatever the case, considering the urgency for Indonesian citi-
zens to undergo reconciliation, which the publisher expects to achieve
by publishing this book, it is especially unfortunate that Raid's auto-
biography does not touch on the basic issue of Islam-Communist
relations, and the conflicting viewpoints of the two on how human
society should be organized and how social iustice should be achieved.
Much more import^ndy than its mere abstract formulation of Is-
lamic faith and Communist dogma is the experience of Indonesian
Muslims and Communists themselves in each other's relations. A
true reconciliation would only be achieved through an honest treat-
ment of this past experience from both sides. $Tithout this, the act of
forgetting the past and forgiving former rivals is unlikely to occur;
indeed, the remaining stigma will in this way only be strengthened.
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